DECENTRALIZED
CLINICAL TRIALS
Greenphire supports remote trial needs
As the landscape of clinical trials evolves, we are beginning to see more
decentralized trials where a portion or all of a study is conducted remotely.
For these types of trials, ensuring patient engagement and convenience
becomes even more critical.

In support of remote trial requirements, Gr eenphir e's
ConneX travel solution now includes:
PATIENT DIRECT
For scenarios where patients are unable to visit the site, this ConneX feature
provides specialized ground transportation to patients' homes, ensuring the
ultimate patient convenience. This service includes:

Delivery of critical medications
Sending required medical equipment
Transporting healthcare workers to a patient's home to
provide needed services, such as blood draws or injections
Offering global coverage with availability on all continents
To help provide reassurance during this uncertain time, our team has reaffirmed
provider safety precautions, including:
Disinfectant cleanings before and after each trip
Hand sanitizer in vehicles for travelers to use and take
Enhanced standards for daily vehicle cleanliness
Executive committee oversight to monitor and assure standards
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Greenphire's ClinCard solution includes the fol l owing
capabilities in support of remote trials:
DATA-TRIGGERED PAYMENTS
Participant reimbursements can be processed in the office or remotely via
ClinCard's data-triggered payments

Open API enables integration with any data provider that has an
event-driven scenario (EDC, IRX, CTMS, ePRO, ECOA, etc.)
Milestone payments can be configured and executed in real-time
based on a determined event schedule

DIRECT-to-PATIENT CARD SHIPMENTS
Participants can receive their reloadable debit cards without travelling
to the clinic

New method of distributing payments includes mailing physical cards
directly to patient homes
Existing functionality supports expense reimbursement tracking,
including notes for virtual receipts (childcare, etc.)

Call or email: +1 (215)609.4365 - sales@greenphire.com
Greenphire is the leader in global clinical trial payment automation. Greenphire’s best-in-class solutions
optimize clinical trial performance by streamlining payment processes from sponsors and CROs to sites and
participants. Greenphire’s ClinCard, eClinicalGPS and ConneX solutions easily handle any type of trial
design and complexity, resulting in more accurate and compliant payments and travel globally for both sites
and participants. The choice of industry leaders worldwide, Greenphire provides better performance and
better data, resulting in better trials. Learn more at www.greenphire.com.
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